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?
Shane and Bethyn are co-directors of an
event entertainment company based in
the North West of England but servicing
the whole UK with Christmas, corporate
and external event entertainment.

WHO WHAT THE RESULTS

The directors embarked on a
Hypergrowth workshop lasting a
single day to develop a sales strategy
to compliment the existing marketing
channels that were generating leads.
By implementing an iron clad
process, they were booking more face
to face sales meetings with larger
clients that they had generated and
collecting more decisions rather than
having prospects come back to them. 

They began to explore new ways of
generating profitable work turning
one sale into many by upselling and
cross selling to deliver more value to
larger clients than just enquiries
asking for just one item by
constructing packages to sell multiple
products per order.

Odin events developed such a
rapid transformation to their
process and with new and
improved packages and follow
up they exceeded their first
monthly target of £45,000
closing £95,000 business in that
month alone. The profitability of
the company meant that they
were able to bring on additional
members of permanent staff
freeing up the directors to
continue running the company
and driving it forwards. They
have been able to relocate
further South so there base of
operations is more central and
closer to their larger clients
based in London where they
continue to thrive and grow.

WHY
The company relied very heavily on its
marketing channels to generate leads,
these leads however were being left open
with quotations being sent but no
decisions collected meaning the entry to
their process was very strong but the exit
and decision collecting element needed
support. They also had no pipeline giving
them stunted revenue stream which was
really lucrative one month but low the next
causing intense pressure on the directors
who wanted to bring on staff in a more
permanent capacity than for just seasonal
work so they could run the company.



“WHEN SALES MATTER
WE DELIVER”

SME Skills Academy would love to help
you in your journey to grow your
business, we are an experienced,
passionate and motivated team of
consultants, who take great pride in
helping businesses flourish.

We run many events and seminars
around the UK, if you’d like to find out
more of what we can do for you please
come and join us.

CONTACT DETAILS

Website: www.smeskills.co.uk

Telephone: 020 3195 2888 

Email: info@smeskills.co.uk

If you have any other questions at all
please do get in touch, we’re more than
happy answer.

THE RESULTS

Following a brief break in working
with the SMESA the intention is to
resume the partnership now that
they have settled to continue to
drive and develop this company
even further forwards again.


